Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services
PR&CS Administration
1401 Recreation Way
Colorado Springs, CO 80905

Agenda
Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services
Advisory Board
Please silence your phone during the meeting.

Thursday, April 11, 2019

7:30 a.m.

Palmer Room

Call to Order
Citizen Discussion
Time for any individual to bring before the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board any matter of
interest they wish to discuss that is not elsewhere on the agenda. Comments are restricted to three
(3) minutes; you will hear an alarm when your time is up. Please contact PR&CS staff no later than
the last Wednesday of the month prior if you wish to place a longer presentation on the agenda.
Approval of Minutes- February 14, 2019
Minutes are posted no later than 5:00pm on the Tuesday before the meeting at:
https://coloradosprings.gov/city-council/page/parks-and-recreation-advisory-board
Ceremonial Items (10:00 a.m. time certain)
National Volunteer Recognition Month

Kim King/Annette Proctor

Action Item
Blodgett Open Space Interim Use Plan
TOPS Appointment from Alternate to the TOPS Working Committee
Presentation Items
Parks Department Annual Report
Cemetery Update
City Nature Challenge Update
Staff Updates
Relocation of Trailblazer Art to America the Beautiful Park
Board Business
Adjournment

David Deitemeyer
Britt Haley

Tilah Larson
Kim King/Jody Sanchez
Kim King

Matt Mayberry

COLORADO SPRINGS PARKS, RECREATION AND CULTURAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
PARKS, RECREATION AND CULTURAL SERVICES ADVISORY BOARD

Date:

April, 11th, 2019

Item Number:

Action Item #1

Item Name:

Blodgett Open Space Interim Use Plan

SUMMARY:
The TOPS program successfully acquired approximately 64 acres of open space for
expansion of Blodgett Open Space. The property adjoins a portion of the southern board of
existing Blodgett Open Space. Parks Staff proposes the adoption of an interim use plan for
recently acquired parcels to accommodate appropriate public access and management for
property prior to a more robust public master and management plan process in the future.
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BACKGROUND:
On August 28, 2018 Colorado Springs City Council approved the acquisition (Resolution 180396) of the approximately 64 acres of TOPS open space for the expansion of Blodgett Open
Space. In an effort to accommodate the public’s interest for access and use of the property, the
Parks Department with support from the Friends of Peregrine Parks and Open Spaces, initiated
a planning process for an interim use plan for the recently acquired property.
The goals of the interim use plan allow for the development of sustainable public access to the
open space as well as providing management and operational guidelines for management of
the resources. The plan accommodates the existing use and necessary access to the
communication tower located on the property.
Additionally, the interim use plan includes the following:
Trail Development – The interim use plan proposes development of approximately 1,500 linear
feet of trail. The proposed trails will provide improved non-motorized recreational access to and
through the property in two locations – along the eastern portions of the property and near the
western boundary. The trails will connect existing gravel roads on the property to adjacent
neighborhood access points and to the existing trail system on the existing Blodgett Open
Space.
Trailhead Development – The interim use plan proposes a gravel trailhead to accommodate
space for 15 vehicles and serve as a designated interim trailhead for the new open space. The
parking lot will include use of earthen berms, post and dowel fencing and strategic tree
plantings for screening the parking lot from the homes to the east (Centennial Glen HOA). The
trailhead has been designed to reduce visual impacts of the parking lot from the homes to the
south.
Open Space Management – The newly acquired parcels are to be adopted into the Blodgett
Open Space and will collectively be managed by the TOPS Ranger program as one cohesive
open space. TOPS Ranger staff proposes to use the existing horse barn for their maintenance
operation (for use as a maintenance facility). Further management improvements include the
repair of existing wire fencing along the east and south boundaries, placement of wayfinding
and informational signage, erosion control and mitigation, invasive weed management and
rogue trail monitoring and removal.

A neighborhood meeting was held on January 31, 2019 to present the interim use plan to the
neighbors and provide an opportunity for public feedback. Post card notifications were mailed
out to addresses within 1,000 feet of the property. Additionally, the Friends of Peregrine Open
Parks and Open Space assisted in announcing the meeting on social media. The meeting was
attended by approximately 75 individuals. It included a presentation by Parks staff of the
interim use plan, a question and answer session and a public feedback exercise. Attendees
were asked for feedback by completing a questionnaire regarding the proposed plan. There
were 43 questionnaires returned.
Based on the feedback received from the meeting, there was strong support for the interim use
plan including additional parking for the open space. There were however, significant concerns
about the trailhead being used after hours, including loitering, building of camp fires, trash
dumping and other illegal activities. The public comments received expressed a strong desire
for the Parks Department to gate and lock the trailhead when the open space is closed at night.
After discussion with TOPS ranger staff and other stakeholders, the decision moving forward is
to not gate and lock the trailhead on a nightly basis. Parks staff would like to adaptively
manage the parking lot to see if any issues and what kind of issues may develop before fully
committing to manage the area by locking a gate nightly.
Additional measures will also be taken to increase the Colorado Springs Police and private
security patrols of the trailhead. The Peregrine HOA has express a desire and the willingness
to direct their privately hired patrol to routinely patrol the trailhead. Reports of their patrols will
be made available to the Parks Department to assist in future management decisions for
closing the area nightly with a gate.
Implementation of the interim use plan is subject to the decision of the TOPS Working
Committee and the Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services Advisory Board. Implementation of
the improvements would occur soon after approval and be completed by late spring 2019.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Improvements to the property will be funded with the approved 2019 TOPS Stewardship
funds.
STAKEHOLDER PROCESS:
The Parks Department held a neighborhood meeting on January 31, 2019 at Eagleview
Middle School. Park Staff communicated directly with the President of the Friends of
Peregrine Open Space and Parks, the Peregrine HOA and the Centennial Glen HOA, a
small community directly across the street from the recent acquisition. The TOPS
Working Committee meeting and Parks Advisory Board meeting in February provided
opportunities for public comment.
BOARD/COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:
The TOPS Working Committee voted unanimously for the support and recommended
approval of the Blodgett Open Space Interim Use Plan at their March 6 th, 2019 meeting.
ALTERNATIVES: The Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services Board may decline the
approval of the Blodgett Open Space Interim Use Plan.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the Blodgett Open Space Interim Use Plan.
PROPOSED MOTION:
A motion to approve the Blodgett Open Space Interim Use Plan
Attachments:
Power Point Presentation
Verbatim Public Comments from the Jan 31, 2019 neighborhood meeting.

Blodgett Open Space
Interim Use Plan
Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services
Advisory Board
April 11th, 2019
David Deitemeyer
Senior Landscape Architect

Blodgett Open Space

Blodgett Open Space
•
•
•

167 AC
2001 TOPS Acquired
Master Plan Approved 2002

2018 Expansion
•
•
•
•

64 AC
TOPS Acquired for $768,500
Conservation Easements held by
El Paso County
Telecommunication building
and access
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Interim Use Plan Goals
Develop an Interim Use Plan that:
• Provides sustainable public access to the newly
acquired parcels
• Provides management and operational guidelines
for the new parcel to protect resources
• Is vetted through the neighbors to address any
significant concerns and mitigate any issues
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Interim Use Plan
Use
• TOPS Open Space classification
• Provide public access to and through property
• Utilities and Communication Tower
Access
• Gate controlled access for Utility/Communication tower and Parks maintenance
building
• Improve trail connectivity from neighborhood and into Blodgett Open Space
• Trailhead parking on property

Management
• Collectively managed as Blodgett Open Space
• TOPS Ranger use of the horse barn
• Repair wire fencing along eastern and southern property boundary
• Wayfinding and informational Signage
• Erosion control and mitigation
• Invasive weed control
• Rouge trail monitoring and removal
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Public Feedback
Significant Concerns
Major concerns for the plan?
26 mentions - Gate and lock parking lot at
night
9 mentions – Maintain neighborhood
access from Hollandale Dr.
6 mentions – No Port-a-potty

Additional feedback
• Need for signage
• Screening parking lot from homes
• Erosion and drainage into
neighborhood
• Parking not large enough
• Need more time for process

How it will be addressed
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Increase patrols with request to CSPD and
the Peregrine HOA. Actively monitor for
problems and address if issues arise.
Trail access added along southern
connection
No portable restroom will be added at this
time

Signage and wayfinding will be included
Use of berms, boulders and strategic
plantings; placement of parking area.
Significant erosion areas will be addressed
and monitored
Additional parking for all of Blodgett Open
Space will be considered with a more
robust Master and Management Plan
process
Provide the website updates, include two 5
additional TOPS and Parks Boar Meetings

Recommended Interim Use Plan
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Concept Plan
15 Stalls
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Trailhead and maintenance area
Show Map
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Next Steps
Project Update on City Website
Coloradosprings.gov and search “Blodgett Open Space”
April 11th - Parks and Recreation Advisory Board
Seeking approval of the interim use plan

Implementation
April thru June 2019
Trailhead development
Grading and drainage improvements at building
Trail construction
Property line fencing
Ongoing
Signage and erosion mitigation
Land management
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Recommendation

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the Blodgett
Open Space Interim Use Plan.
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THANK YOU!
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Blodgett Open Space
Interim Use Plan Neighborhood meeting
Jan 31, 2019 5:30pm
Verbatim Comments

Blodgett Open Space Interim Use Plan Questions
Do you have any major concerns with the interim use plan? Please Explain.

-Only that the experience of the trails would be kept “wild”. The west woodmen trail is perfect. No
widening or removing technical challenges is needed in my opinion.
-Slow down!! Parking lot is a problem! Locked Gate! Trucks – music- drugs all looking down on me!
-I am concerned about not having a locked gate at BOTH parking lots and Blodgett Ranch Lane. Also
wonder about parking on Julynn and Hollandale when the trail becomes more popular
- currently, there are issues with overnight parking and the homeless parking in cars overnight on
Blodgett Trail (The Private Street? Adjacent to the proposed parking lot). I would strongly encourage
placing a locked gate with trespassing signs to minimize overnight parking and minimize the parking lot
turning into a “Party Place”
-Additional use of land – would prefer no bikes, vehicles of any sort allowed.
- Parking lot safety concerns. Please install a locked gate at night (to reduce vandals); fencing that will go
around property – please leave access areas for existing neighborhood trails from Hollandale and Julynn
-Yes, concerned is about public use. There needs to be a locked gate at night; also, you need a gate next
to the fence off of Hollandale Drive. The trail up there needs access for the neighborhood-hence the
reason for the gate.
- Nope. I live on upper Hollandale and don’t feel threatened by parking lot or fencing. Trail access is one
of the many draws to our neighborhood
-Concerned about existing paved Blodgett Trail Rd. and overnight parking etc that currently take place
-Fires. Campfires have been witnessed before. Unfortunately, the new parking lot appears to be an
invitation to those that set them. At the lease a locking gate will help
- I live on Julynn. My top needs|concerns are that (1) please put private property – will be prosecuted
sign on the fencing above Julynn and (2) we need lockable gates and clear closing hours, (3) selfcomposting structure for a restroom, (4) Bear proof trash cans are vital, (5) we really need to keep the
homeless or car-livers out of the area. This is Vital! Let’s do everything we can to make this area safe.
-No, expect I live at the top of Julynn and would love to see an access point from this section of the
neighborhood.
- Yes It needs to be delayed until all concerns with transients and homeless can be addresses
-Controlling access after dark in parking lot
-Safety and security of neighborhoods, fire potential from overnight car parkers
-Concern about late nite use and fire danger
-No port-a-potty; parking
- Move the access to the intersection
-Non-gated parking lot – BIG Security issues for overnight parking. Where do you park when 15 spaces
are filled- better yet- have you looked at overflow parking issues
-without a gate locked overnight this project is a disaster waiting to happen
-Parking, Fire Mitigation
-Move the entrance to parking lot to the 3-way intersection and change intersection to a 4way stop

-Inappropriate use of the parking area, particularly outside posted hours; parking seems inadequate
particularly with the parking congestion currently at the existing Blodgett trailhead
- No concerns; no porta potty
-No-well thought out
-We met with David and walked grounds – would prefer a berm as tall as possible (6 ft?); do not like the
idea of a porta potty’ would support locking gate at night
-I’m most concerned that the berm is sufficient to block the parking lot from street and homes. I also
prefer that no porta potty be installed
-There is a severe drainage problem coming off this land into the properties on Julynn Rd and Hollandale
Dr. There have been previous lawsuits as the original development plan for the housing called for
concrete swales between some of the houses to move water. The swales were not installed.
-To address concerns about the parking lot, could the plan be modified to move the parking lot closer to
where the existing gate is
-No, fantastic plan
-Lack of port-a-potty at the trailhead
-Additional traffic in and out of new trailhead parking. Potential blind exit from trailhead to Woodmen
Rd. Additional social and trail connections into Oak Valley Neighborhood.
-No portapotty please. Leave access at the south end of the gate (we use that entrance)
-Please NO porta-potty at the parking lot!!! We live right below the proposed parking lot!
-Control of the interim parking lot after park closes
-No, I like the plan
-Can thought be given cutting a firebreak to protect homes? Would like to see a larger parking lot – 15
slots is not close to enough.
-Please provide hiking access through the fence at the very southernmost point near Hollandale. There is
an existing trail to guide where the access point should be.
-Parking lot needs a locked gate; fire safety
-Need locked gate at night – Can HOA board members do it?

What are you most excited about for the interim use plan? Please Explain.

-I hope our property values will increase. I’m glad the eastern trail that connects to Hollandale will be
fenced off so people won’t walk from the parking lot into our neighborhood. I am also glad the western
trail that connects from Hollandale through private property and then up into the newly acquired land
will remain open for us to enjoy
-Access to new loop with west woodmen and the connector from the ‘existing road’
-A managed open space open to public instead of private property!
-Rather it be a trail than residential/commercial use
-More Trails and open space for CO Springs; the opportunity for a future 2-3 AC “Dog Park” to allow
responsible pet owners to run dogs; improved trail maintenance on the space
-someone taking care of the land and watching and solving erosion and fire danger issues
- We love that the property is for community and neighborhood use and NOT another neighborhood.
- No more houses!
-give us some well-built trails that don’t erode so heavily
-Additional Trails
-Existed to get out and use the newly acquired property
-It looks like a great new addition to our trails in Colo Spgs.
-Future trail improvements
-More great trails

- Looking forward to later new trail system
-groomed trails
- Without a gate it is hard to be excited about anything positive this project may bring
-Not excited
-Using it
-I like the rendering
-I think designated trailhead parking a great idea!
-glad land is officially city open space
-I love hiking the area and am thrilled that its being better planned and maintained
-I like having a central entry point to the trails to keep people from walking through yards. Please put up
appropriate signage as to private property and noise, and dogs on leashes
-I am looking forward to putting additional trails. I am currently enjoying the West Woodmen Trail
-Access to the area and connectivity to Blodgett Open Space and more parking
-Access to the trail that are now off limits
-Fixing the fencing, Trail signage additional connection into “old” Blodgett Open Space
-Freedom of trail
-Seeing the area by the barns cleaned up
-More hiking!
- More trail!
-Property available for hiking in perpetuity – no concern of development in the future
-Access to hiking and not being developed
-More access to hike

Is there anything else you would like to share with us?

-We need more time to works things out
-I hope the west Hollandale trail always stays open
-Signage – please have sign at TH prior to TH opening
-I do like to access from Allegheny, right up through the utilities gate. That hill is an awesome workout. A
gap in that southernmost fence line could be nice for the neighborhood and wildlife.
Please communicate future meetings for the master plan, we property owners, would love to have a dog
park on the NW wise!
-signs for pickup of god poop and keep dogs on leashes.
-Thank you!
- Signs that let hikers know they have entered private property
-Concerns with more people using the trails – can lead to a lot more waste and potential for fires; sign is
needed – pick up after your dog.
-I would like to see a couple bike –only and hike-only trails. The terrain is steep and loose and it’s difficult
to maintain safe speeds on a bike when hikers share all the trails
- Will there be consideration for multi-use trails, i.e. mountain biking, etc.
- I suggest the parking lot be closed at night with a gate
-Add opening in fencing to the south corner by Hollandale houses
- Give CSFD phone number to all nearby homeowners
-Would love to help in the design process of this park
- would like gate to parking lot
-Again I feel like someone needs to step back and rethink the parking lot
-Although small, there is a neighborhood that is already dealing with safety concerns. And now it seems
we just amplified about it.

Many concerns regarding cars parking late at night with no oversight or locking of gate; we were not
invited until all plans were made
-Make meetings at night not 7:30am that means we don’t want public comments
-Prayed on this earlier and God asked me to share: Please keep this land as holy as possible
-Go for it
-No-thanks for your great work
-thought David did a good job of running meeting and listening to concerns
-Thank you for the work you are doing to field concerns!
- Please take care of the drainage problems before bringing other materials up to develop trails, etc,
otherwise those materials will end up in our back yards.
-Clarify the ownership of Blodgett Ranch Trail if its City – develop more parking on it
-Please keep us updated when master plan discussion begins
-Please ensure the parking area is obscured from the residential area to the south
-When you move to the master plan clearly mark the trails. A good example is the trail marking scheme
in the Cheyenne Mtn State Park.
-Thanks!
-We appreciate the job you do.

Email comments:

My wife and I have lived for nearly 20 years on Jeffrey Lane, in the cul-de-sac off Julynn Road just south
and downhill from the proposed new trailhead parking lot. Please ensure that the parking lot is
constructed so that it's not visible from any of the residences in our cul-de-sac, to include the upstairs
levels of our homes. I'd be in favor of a whole bunch of pine trees being planted along the southern
boundary of the new addition in order to help obscure the parking lot. Also, please ensure no portapotties are put in place at the trailhead. The last thing we need is a campground outhouse aroma
wafting down the hill on warm afternoon thermals. I'm also a little concerned about parking lot trash
making its way down the hill onto our property.
David, good to meet last night, the presentation and support from your team was excellent. I wanted to
raise a couple more issues that would improve the extension.
1. You may already be aware that the entrance area of Blodgett Ranch Trail is filled with mud after
any heavy shower. Most of this comes from the road leading up to the comms building, but I
also think some from the W.Woodmen Trail. I know Jim Klever is aware of it.
2. Cosmetic improvement: the Peregrine Master Association has been investing in improving the
entrances to Peregrine. Driving up Centennial the area on the south side of the road before the
Blodgett Ranch Trail entrance, below the stables and shed is particularly shabby in the summer
months as tall weeds populate the slope from the curb to the stables/shed on the
extension. Driving out of Orchard Valley to turn west up the hill, the curbside on the south side
of the road is an eyesore. You presented some very attractive landscaping around the proposed
car park, could you please take a look at improving the roadside view from the curb up.
Thanks for your presentation at Eagleview this evening. You wouldn't be able to read my handwritten
feedback, so I thought I'd drop you a quick email.

I own a property bordering Blodgett open space, so consider me an active stakeholder. I thought the
concerns expressed in the meeting tonight about the new parking area fostering delinquent activity and
possible fire risk were grossly overstated.
Community forums attract more opponents than proponents, so I figured I should give you my two cents.
I'm wholly in support of the plan, I consider it a wonderful addition to the city and I hope you'll move
forward as quickly as possible with the plan as mentioned.
Fires will be sparked with or without the parking area, so I'd hate for a tyranny of the minority to direct
the future of Blodgett.
Perhaps there's scope for some additional mountain biking trails in the long run.
Consider too making allowances for private parties to reserve space, for weddings, gatherings, etc.
Thanks again. Very excited to see the improvements!

COLORADO SPRINGS PARKS, RECREATION AND CULTURAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
PARKS, RECREATION AND CULTURAL SERVICES ADVISORY BOARD
___________________________________________________________________________
Date:

April 11, 2019

Item Number:

Action Item # 2

Item Name:

Appointment of TOPS Working Committee Member

SUMMARY:
In accordance with the Trails, Open Space and Parks (TOPS) Ordinance approved by voters in
1997 and the TOPS Policies and Procedures Manual, adopted in September of 1997, the Parks,
Recreation and Cultural Services Advisory Board is responsible for establishing the TOPS
Working Committee to “work together, to guide our City in the prudent acquisition, development
and preservation of Trails, Parks and Open Space, thereby creating a legacy for future
generations in the Pikes Peak Region.”
The TOPS Working Committee reports to and serves at the discretion of the Parks, Recreation
and Cultural Services Advisory Board. The term for appointees is three years with the option to
apply for a second three year term.
PREVIOUS COUNCIL ACTION:
N/A
BACKGROUND:
TOPS Working Committee member Jim Klever has given notice to the TOPS Working
Committee chairman that he is resigning from the Committee mid-term. Thus, a vacancy for the
remainder of his term has arisen. Paula Krantz has served on the TOPS Working Committee as
an alternate since September 13, 2018 and has indicated she would like to be a regular
member.
TOPS Working Committee: Recommended Appointment:
Paula Krantz: Term: April 11, 2019 to September 2, 2020 (Alternate from September 13, 2018
– present). This term fills the remaining term of Jim Klever.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
N/A
BOARD/COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:
N/A
ALTERNATIVE:
Do not approve the recommended appointment or suggest an alternative to the Committee.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the appointment of Paula Krantz to the TOPS Working
Committee as presented.
PROPOSED MOTION:
Move approval of the appointment of Paula Krantz to the TOPS Working Committee to service
the remainder of Jim Klever’s term from April 11, 2019 – September 2, 2020 as presented.

CEMETERY ENTERPRISE UPDATE

Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services Advisory Board
April 11, 2019
Kim King,
Recreation and Administration Manager

Evergreen Cemetery

•
•
•
•
•
•

1875 – Evergreen established
1993 – Evergreen placed on
National Register of Historic Places
185 acres
Approx 85,000 occupied spaces
30 to 40 years of inventory remaining –
8000 spaces within developed areas
5 acres undeveloped
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Fairview Cemetery

•

1875 – Evergreen established

•
•
•
•

1895 – Fairview established
1917 – Annexed by the City
28 acres
Approx 12,500 occupied grave
spaces
1 to 2 years of inventory remaining
– approx 1,000 spaces

•
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Service Levels
CEMETERY ENTERPRISE
(2005 THRU 2018)
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Revenue vs Expenditure
CEMETERY ENTERPRISE
REVENUE VS EXPENDITURE (2005 - 2018)
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Endowment
CEMETERY ENTERPRISE - ENDOWMENT BALANCE VS INTEREST DISTRIBUTION
(2005 THRU 2018)
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Updates from 2018
• Explored construction of a Green Burial Block at Evergreen
– Initial selection was determined unacceptable due to landfill proximity
– Continue to offer option at both sites but not actively pursuing a full
block at this time
• Pikes Peak National Cemetery opened October 2018
– Currently tracking military interments through upgraded software to
refine impact to projected revenues
• 25 military purchases in 2018
• Represents 4% of total burials for the year
• Total number of burials remained stable for 2018

– Continue to offer military discounts and monitor purchases
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Plans for 2019
• New gas line easement along Fountain Blvd
– Project under construction for 6-8 weeks over the summer
– Map at:
https://property.spatialest.com/co/elpaso/#/search/evergreen%20cem
etery_srcterm

• Explore opportunity to sell southern half of Fairview and reinvest profit
in site’s irrigation system
– Map located at: http://community.spatialest.com/co/elpaso/#/PropertySearch/7415100026
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Plans for 2019
• Definition of an Enterprise:
– A government-owned business authorized to issue its own revenue bonds
and receiving under 10% of annual revenue in grants from all Colorado
state and local governments combined
• Exploring alternative operating models including partnerships and
elimination of enterprise status due to following factors:
– Anticipated change in cemetery supervision with upcoming retirement
– Burial numbers remain steady
– Expenses continue to increase: irrigation; maintenance
– Capital needs continue to increase: aged fleet and equipment
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Plans for 2019
• Next steps:
– Request for Information (RFI) to see if there is interest in alternative
operating models or partnerships
– Review by Legal and Finance to determine options
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Questions?
“A cemetery is a museum that tells the story of a
community” – Landscape Architecture Magazine,
Sept 2015
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City Nature Challenge 2019:
Colorado Springs
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board
April 11, 2019
Kim King,
Recreation and Administration Manager

1

Project Introduction
http://citynaturechallenge.org/

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/city-nature-challenge-2019-colorado-springs
How it got Started

www.citynaturechallenge.org
2

Colorado Springs Project Site

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/city-nature-challenge-2019-colorado-springs
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City-Sponsored Bio Blitz Sites
• Bluestem Open Space – Staff and Fountain Valley School
• Austin Bluffs Open Space – Staff and UCCS
• Garden of the Gods Park - Staff
• Urban Trail Corridor – Staff
• Quail Lake Park – Staff
• Rampart Park – Staff
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Timeline
• Stakeholders Meeting: Wednesday, March 27, 2019
• Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services Advisory Board: Thursday, April 11, 2019
• Coordinated date for press release publicizing City Nature Challenge:
Monday, April 8, 2019
• National Citizen Scientist Day: Saturday, April 13, 2019
• CNC Observations: Friday, April 26 - Monday, April 29, 2019

• Upload & ID of CNC Observations: Tuesday, April 30 - Sunday, May 5, 2019
• CNC 2019 Results Announced: Monday, May 6, 2019
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Questions
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